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WHAT DOES ‘E-S-G’ ACTUALLY TELL US?
• ESG ‚Progress‘ – so you are less bad
in what you do – you call it positive
impact, hence progress, but towards
what?!?
• Is to be ‚less degenerative‘ the real
target?
• E, S and G are unconnected silos!
What about the interconnections of
topics?
• Ratings: who is best in class of those
that became less bad? What does
that tell?
• Was ‚sustainability‘ not the target?
When is ‚good‘ also ‚good enough‘?

IS IT REALLY SO BAD? IT PROBABLY IS…

THE ROOT CAUSE … AN UTTERLY UNSUSTAINABLE
ECONOMIC SYSTEM!

R3.0 TRIPLE-E-FAILURE - CAUSES

R3.0 TRIPLE-E-FAILURE: STRESS EFFECTS

CONSEQUENCES – SNEAKING OUT, COCOONING,
BELITTLEMENT
Lack of Urgency

Resistance to Change

Diversionary Tactics

Career Risk

Pseudo-Expertise

Total Ignorance

AN INTERIM CONCLUSION: WHAT ARE WE UP TO?
EITHER COLLECTIVE SUICIDE OR A NEW (FINAL) AWAKENING?

© Thurm, Ralph: The Corona Chronicles –
Envisioning a New Normal for Regeneration & Thriving, (April 2021)

9 STARTING POINTS OF A SYSTEM VALUE ECONOMY –
ALL RELEVANT FOR ‚WHAT AND HOW TO REPORT ON‘
• Systemic Work Ecosystem
• Sustainability Context - expressed through Thresholds and Allocations
• Materiality ‚For Sustainability‘
• Rightsholdership
• Multicapitalism
• New Impetus in Sustainability Reporting
• P-D-C-A Integral Management System Approach
• ‚Ideal‘ of a Regenerative & Distributive Economy
• r.30 5-T Model & Maturity Matrix

GOING BACK TO BASICS: THE 1987 BRUNDTLAND REPORT

#1: R3.0 – A SYSTEMIC WORK ECOSYSTEM APPROACH, BASED
ON A BACK-CASTING FROM AN ENVISAGED ‚IDEAL‘

https://www.r3-0.org/projects/

#2: SUSTAINABILITY CONTEXT – ORIGINAL VERSION
In its 2nd generation of Sustainability Reporting Guidelines (G2 2002),
the Global Reporting Initiative introduced the Principle of
Sustainability Context to make the link between organizational
(micro) level sustainability performance and systems (macro) level
sustainability outcomes.
• [S]ustainability reporting draws significant meaning from the
larger context of how performance at the organisational level
affects economic, environmental, and social capital formation and
depletion at a local, regional, or global level.
• [R]eporting organisations should consider their individual
performance in the … context of the limits and demands placed
on economic, environmental, or social resources at a macrolevel.

LIMITS & DEMANDS

THRESHOLDS & ALLOCATIONS
The Reality in ESG Progress
Reporting: 99,7% of all reports
neglect the need for thresholds
and allocations:

FROM ESG TO SUSTAINABILITY: ADDITIONAL
THRESHOLDS AND ALLOCATIONS
Sustainability requires
contextualization within thresholds.
That’s what sustainability is all about. Yet
to this day, contextualization
rarely appears in sustainability
Reports.
ESG does not, by nature, carry a true
sustainability gene.
A company may rate very highly on
an ESG score, but to say this
company is an excellent sustainability
performer is a very fundamentally
different statement.

Allen White
r3.0 Advocation
Partner, CoFounder of GRI

SUSTAINABILITY AS A QUOTIENT

ESG Data

T &A
Data

SUSTAINABILITY CONTEXT 2021 VS. ORIGINAL (G2 - 2002)
•
•
•

•
•

Performance (G2) >
Impacts (US 2021)
Thresholds and Allocations >
still called Limits and Demands
Report Impact in relation to
- SDGs
- OECD Guidelines for MNEs
- UN GPs on HR
- other instruments
- appropriate local context
Language: ‚draw on‘, ‚with reference to‘…
Removal of the practices of ‚allocation‘

GRI Response is misleading:
‚The GRI Standards do not set allocations, goals,
targets, thresholds, or any other benchmarks for
good or bad performance.‘
That was never asked; we asked GRI to
develop necessary guidance!

R3.0 / UNRISD SDPI PILOT PROJECT – ESTABLISH A TIERED
APPROACH TO THRESHOLDS & ALLOCATIONS MEASUREMENT
Tier One: Incrementalist Numeration

Numerator indicators focus on actual impacts,
including absolute indicator, as well as relative
or intensity indicators that are non-normative,
and therefore incrementalist by definition.

Tier Two: Contextualised Denomination

Denominator indicators contextualise actual
impacts against normative impacts. Also known
as “Context-Based” indicators take into
account sustainability thresholds in ecological,
social, and economic systems, as well as
allocations of those thresholds to organizations
and other entities.

Tier Three: Activating Transformation

Transformative indicators add the element of
implementation and policy to normative
denominator indicators to instantiate change
within complex adaptive systems.

UNRISD Sustainable Development Performance Indicators Project

Baue / UNRISD Compared to What? 2019

ROLLOUT OF SDPIS IN 2022
UNRISD:
• Final Report in Q2/2022
• Manuals for FPEs and SSEOs,
offering Tier 2 and Tier 3
indicators
• A support platform
R3.0:
• Transcending ESG Dialog
• Leverage Vectors Dissimination
• GTAN: Global Thresholds &
Allocations Network
• Continuation with IMP
• Enhanced Governance
Mechanisms

IMPACT MANAGEMENT PLATFORM EMBRACES THRESHOLDS &
ALLOCATIONS (2021)

Impact Management Platform Thresholds & Allocations 2021

Impact Management Platform Core Concepts Explained 2021

19

#3: MATERIALITY ‚FOR SUSTAINABILITY‘ CONTEXT-BASED MATERIALITY DETERMINATION
• Identify rightsholders to whom Duties and Obligations (Ds/Os) are
owed
• Identify areas of Impact (AoI) in which rightsholders are affected
• Identify impacts on vital capitals per Area of Impact
• Indicators or metrics used for assessing sustainability performance must
make reference to thresholds in the carrying capacities of vital capitals,
and organization-specific allocations. See example of Cabot Creamery.

Tier 2

Tier 3
https://www.unrisd.org/en/library/publications/makingmateriality-determinations-a-context-based-approach

A behavior is sustainable if it meets or exceeds its Ds/Os to have impacts
on vital capitals in ways that can affect its rightsholder’ well-being.

EU SUSTAINABLE FINANCE TAXONOMY: IS IT THRESHOLDSAND ALLOCATIONS-BASED?
EU Commission Technical Expert Group Report (2019):
“To ensure the broadest usability of the Taxonomy possible, the TEG had to
arbitrate between granularity and flexibility as well as between complexity and
clarity. A very granular Taxonomy, which uses precise metrics and thresholds, is
expected to provide clarity and to minimize the risk of greenwashing.
Nevertheless, there is a risk that requirements that are too granular and
stringent lower the willingness of stakeholders to take up the Taxonomy, due
mainly to the costs to access the necessary data and adapting their internal
processes. On the other hand, more flexibility in the definition of screening
criteria may facilitate the use of the Taxonomy but increase significantly the
risk of divergent interpretations and greenwashing.
Another challenge regarding the definition of the screening criteria is setting
the adequate level of thresholds. Setting too low or too high thresholds,
which do not reflect best market practices, would undermine the Taxonomy’s
ultimate goal of redirecting financial flows towards sustainable investments.
Consequently, the selection of the Taxonomy’s thresholds has been carefully
considered, based on existing standards and consultation processes with
experts in the relevant sectors.

Questions:
• Can you negotiate a
deal with Gaia?
• Which pandora‘s
boxes will this open (gas,
nuclear, weapons,…)?
• Why not taking a fully
science-based approach?
• An investment-ased approach
to allocations?

WHAT WILL ISSB / CRSD (EFRAG/GRI) DELIVER?
• Convergence around Enterprise Value determinations
• Less Degeneration Incrementalism
• ESG Regime deferred / cemented
• Double Materiality approach for an Enterprise Value Regime
• No capitals-based context determinations
• No answers on: what is good enough, what contributes to intergenerational equity, what‘s the idea of
the economic system design, e.g. regenerative?

We are challenging I?SB and C?RD: Why do you carry an ‚S‘ for sustainability in your names
if you can‘t deliver?

CONNECTING CONTEXT TO INVESTING

#4: RIGHTSHOLDERSHIP (A TOTAL MINDSET SHIFT)

#5: MULTICAPITALISM
Monocapitalism:
capitalism designed to
grow and concentrate
one form of vital capital
– financial capital – very
often at the expense of
the ongoing viability of
other capitals;
Multicapitalism:
capitalism designed to
maintain the carrying
capacities of all vital
capitals
(natural,
human,
social,
intellectual,
built
&
financial)
respecting
normative thresholds.
https://www.r3-0.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/r3-0-White-Paper-1-2020-From-Monocapitalism-to-Multicapitalism.pdf
https://integratedreporting.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/12/13-12-08-THE-INTERNATIONAL-IR-FRAMEWORK-2-1.pdf

MULTICAPITAL SUCCESS MEASUREMENT
•

•

•

•
•

Total System Value Contribution Management

All capital stocks and flows need
to be context-based, reflecting to
be within acceptable thresholds &
allocations.
Internal and external capital
depreciations and appreciations
should be detected and assessed.
There are no ‚net zero‘ or ‚net
positive‘ minglings; each capital
needs to prove ‚gross positive‘ or
trajectory targets towards it.
Overall, no summing up of the
‚Total‘ of all capital sums.
Note: not all activities can be
monetarized, so quantitaive results
and qualitative results need to be
reported on in combination.

#6: STRUCTURE OF ‚TRUE‘ SUSTAINABILITY REPORTS – THE
R3.0 ‘NEW IMPETUS‘

https://www.r3-0.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/r3.0-Case-Study-1-GLS-Bank-True-Sustainability-Reporting.pdf

SUSTAINABILITY AS A LEARNING JOURNEY –
GLS BANK

https://www.r3-0.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/r3.0-Case-Study-1-GLS-Bank-True-Sustainability-Reporting.pdf

THE STRUCTURAL LOGIC OF ALL AREAS OF IMPACT &
INTERACTIVE STEERING
Example: Relationships

Example: Nature / Sub-Stock
Atmossphere
https://www.r3-0.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/r3.0-Case-Study-1-GLS-Bank-True-Sustainability-Reporting.pdf

#7: R3.0 INTEGRAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM APPROACH
(P-D-C-A)
Planning focus:
• Identify Rightsholders and the mindset shift
• Identify Impact Areas and Capitals involved
• Thresholds & Allocations for all capitals involved
Do focus:
• Activating rightsholders in Areas of Impact
• Targets, Data and Dashboards
• Functional integration throughout the organization
Check focus:
• Trajectory target performance
• Systemic risk analysis against trajectory planning
• System Value Creation of the business model
Act focus:
• Check with rightsholders on System Value Creation
promises, trajectory targets and adjustments
• Tighten business model transformation
• Advocate for system level changes

#8: THE ‚IDEAL‘ OF A REGENERATIVE & DISTRIBUTIVE ECONOMY
Confronting the current neoclassical
economic system design, still inherently
• colonial;
• racist;
• masculine;
• nationalistic;
• dependent on perpetual growth;
• dependent on perpetual debt;
• sick from privatization;
• needs philanthropy to cure
symptoms.

#9: THE 5 T‘S & R3.0 MATURATION MATRIX

R3.0 CONFERENCE 6/7 SEPTEMBER 2022 – TRANSCENDING
INCREMENTALISM; HYBRID (AMSTERDAM & ONLINE, FREE)
Transcending Incrementalism:
This session will focus on r3.0’s 5-legged campaign ‘Transcending Incrementalism’ and
will focus on the activities, successes and continued advocation for the design of a
System Value Economy. An overview of this campaign can be found here.

Funding Governance for Systemic
Transformation:
This session will focus on r3.0’s last Blueprint release of the r3.0 Work Ecosystem. It
tackles the current impasse of both funding arrangements and governance processes
that could help to boost the necessary transformation activities.

Education for Regeneration:

www.conference2022.r3-0.org
With Vandana Shiva, Tariq Fancy,
Helena Norberg-Hodge, Mark McElroy,
Allen White, Wim Bartels, …and many more

The 2021 release of the r3.0 Educational Transformation Blueprint marked the
beginning of a broader arrangement of r3.0 Learning Services. An updated formula
for the r3.0 Transformation Journey Programs (face-to-face and online) and the
release of what we call ‘Re- CET’ – ‘Contextualized Education for Transformation’,
geared towards ‘Re’generation and Thriving as online modules will be presented,
including first users.

10-Year Anniversary of r3.0:
What started in September 2012 as an idea ‘to do what’s necessary’ has grown into a
well-established pre-competitive and market-making global NGO, advocating for the
design of a System Value Economy, and presenting the necessary tooling, learning and
advocation. In this session we look back and forward with a set of keynoters from
the beginning to now: Where we are and what’s still needed.

#SYSTEMVALUEECONOMY
WHY DIDN‘T WE DO IT ALREADY?
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